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Educators conducting virtual learning to 
learners in their homes and classes face a 
challenge.  They are tied to their computer 
and its microphones and can’t move around 
to use display devices or conduct practical 
work without degrading the quality of  
the listening experience of learners.

Got our Redcat  or other tech?   Want to use this audio  for virtual learning?   Yes you can!   Contact us to  
learn how!

Work at any  
distance from  
your blue tooth  
enabled device

Easy use with any bluetooth enabled device  - Adjust Mobile Connector to be comfortable to you -  
Close to mouth so great voice capture - Trusted Hear and Learn teacher mike quality
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Watch Australian  
testimonial at 
hearandlearn.com.au/news

“ I did a four part (online) video series … and feedback was the sound 
(without Mobile Connector) was echoey”

My aim as well with this training is to … walk away (from my  
computer) and to know that the sound is great, and know that  
quality is still there. 

(The Mobile Connector) opens up that door … to actually show  
teachers … they can turn around and talk to a whiteboard and  
don’t need to be sitting in front of a computer.

You can actively engage (with students online) and have sound thats 
going to keep them there because ultimately it’s around  
connection which a lot of people feel you miss and you miss that 
body language and that non verbal communication and with  
the Mobile Connector its going to enable teachers to connect 
through a computer.”

Kim Huckerby

Secure your  Mobile Connector  online now at  hearandlearn.com.au/products Stock may be limited


